Source memory, or memory for the context in which a memory was formed, is a defining characteristic of human episodic memory and source memory errors are a debilitating symptom of memory dysfunction. Evidence for source memory in nonhuman primates is sparse despite considerable evidence for other types of sophisticated memory and the practical need for good models of episodic memory in nonhuman primates. A previous study showed that rhesus monkeys confused the identity of a monkey they saw with a monkey they heard, but only after an extended memory delay. This suggests that they initially remembered the source -visual or auditory -of the information but forgot the source as time passed.
Introduction
During his 1980 presidential campaign, Ronald Reagan often earnestly repeated the story of a World War II bomber pilot who heroically went down with his damaged plane rather than abandon an injured crewman (Berger, 2004) . Although Reagan correctly remembered the story, he had forgotten its source: the 1944 Hollywood film A Wing and a Prayer. This example demonstrates the importance of remembering the source of information, and that source memory can be dissociated from item memory.
Source memory is a defining characteristic of human episodic memory (Tulving, 1993) . Practically, source memory errors are a debilitating symptom of age-, injury-, or drug-related memory impairment (e.g., Cansino, 2009; Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989; Mcintyre & Craik, 1987; Morgan, Riccelli, Maitland, & Curran, 2004) . Therefore, tests of source memory and source memory errors in nonhuman animals are of great interest because they will inform our understanding of the evolution of memory, and provide models for neuroscientific investigations (Crystal, 2016; Templer & Hampton, 2013) .
To assess source memory in nonhuman subjects, we adopt an operational definition of source memory that is grounded in studies of human memory. In many studies of human source memory, subjects study words, images, or abstract shapes presented with one of two secondary characteristics (e.g., presented in different colors, in different screen locations, in different sensory modalities). At test, subjects demonstrate item memory by discriminating studied items from non-studied items, and demonstrate source memory by additionally discriminating among studied items based on the secondary study characteristic. In one common variant, subjects are tested in an ''exclusion" condition (Jacoby, 1991 (Jacoby, , 1999 , in which they are instructed to accept only previously studied items from one source, avoid previously studied items from the other source, and also avoid unstudied items. For example, subjects might study line drawings in different colors (e.g., a green fork, a red key), and then see a mix of studied and unstudied black drawings at test and be instructed to only accept items if they had been studied in red (Cycowicz, Friedman, & Snodgrass, 2001 
